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APPLICATION TO FILE BRIEF AS AMICUS CURIAE 
 

Pursuant to California Rules of Court, rule 8.200(c) the California 

Charter Schools Association (“CCSA”) respectfully requests permission to 

file the following brief as Amici Curiae in support of Petitioners and 

Appellees, Cecilia Ochoa, et al.  

California Charter Schools Association 

The California Charter Schools Association (“CCSA”) is a nonprofit 

membership and professional organization made up of charter schools, as 

well as charter school advocates, and supporting organizations.  CCSA 

advances the charter school movement by providing state and local 

advocacy, leadership on accountability, and resources for member schools.  

Currently, there are approximately 1,230 public charter schools in 

California serving more than 581,100 students, with another 158,000 

students on charter school waiting lists.  The vision of CCSA is to increase 

student learning by growing the number of families choosing high quality 

charter schools so that no child is denied the right to a great public 

education.  As one of the means to this end, CCSA supports the growth of 

charter school programs available to students who do not have access to 

high-quality traditional district-operated public schools. 

CCSA has filed briefs of amicus curiae in the California Supreme 

Court, the California Court of Appeal, and the United States Court of 

Appeal for the Ninth Circuit.  Courts have published the following 



decisions in appeals in which CCSA has participated as amicus curiae:  

Today’s Fresh Start v. Los Angeles County Board of Education (2013) 57 

Cal.App.4th 197; United Teachers of Los Angeles v. Los Angeles Unified 

School District (2012) 54 Cal.App.4th 504; Bullis Charter School v. Los 

Altos School Dist. (2011) 200 Cal.App.4th 1022; New West Charter Middle 

School v. Los Angeles Unified School Dist. (2010) 187 Cal.App.4th 831; 

California School Boards Association v. State Board of Education (2011) 

186 Cal.App.4th 708; and Ridgecrest Charter School v. Sierra Sands 

Unified School Dist. (2005) 130 Cal.App.4th 986.  

This case has the potential to dramatically impact the future viability 

of the Parent Empowerment Act (“Act”) (Ed. Code §53300 et seq.) (also 

known as “parent trigger”) -- especially as it relates to the most popular 

intervention model selected by parents (i.e., the “restart model”).  Of the 

four intervention models that parents are empowered to select more than 

80% of the time parents petition the school district to convert the 

dramatically underperforming target school into an independently operated 

public charter school.  The parents’ desire for charter conversion is not 

surprising given the multi-year documented success of California public 

charter schools in dramatically improving the academic success of students 

– with its highest gains amongst the English Learners and socio-

economically disadvantaged student populations in California. 

Even though there are more than 1,800 underperforming/failing 



district-run public schools in the State of California that would qualify for a 

parent trigger petition, only six brave school communities have managed to 

muster the energy to fight the public school establishment and submit a 

parent trigger petition.  And only one of those petitions actually resulted in 

transition of the underperforming school to a charter school as demanded 

by the parents.  The primary reason why this law has been substantially 

underutilized is directly related to the tactics school districts employ to 

fight parent trigger petitions.  As this case readily demonstrates, and as 

CCSA fully outlines in the attached brief, school districts have deployed a 

multitude of tactics to defeat, delay, and pressure parents seeking to convert 

their underperforming school to a charter school. 

The focus of this brief is to provide the court with additional 

information about the academic success of charter schools and the 

importance of public charter school choice in the Parent Empowerment Act, 

the strong financial incentives school districts have to fight parent trigger 

petitions (especially those for charter school conversion), the 

misapplications and specious technical interpretations of the law deployed 

by school district lawyers to defeat parent empowerment, the bullying and 

delay tactics deployed by those same school districts to defeat parent 

trigger petitions, and the deceptive arguments deployed by the Anaheim 

City School District (“District”) in its Reply Brief about the alleged 

academic success of the Palm Lane Elementary School in 2015.  This brief 



raises several points that go beyond the perspective presented by the parties 

in this case. 

As an advocacy organization representing charter schools and 

developers of charter schools for more than a decade at every stage of 

authorization -- local, county, and state -- CCSA is well suited to assist this 

court in reaching an appropriate decision. 

For the foregoing reasons, Amicus Curiae CCSA respectfully 

requests leave to file the following brief. 
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BRIEF OF AMICUS CURIAE 
 

I. Introduction 

The objective of this brief is to provide the court with additional 

information about the academic success of charter schools and importance 

of public charter school choice in the Parent Empowerment Act, the Parent 

Empowerment Act’s express toleration of minor technical petition errors as 

a unavoidable outcome of encouraging the direct participation of non-

members of the educational bureaucracy in the operation of their children’s 

schools, the strong financial incentives school districts have to fight parent 

trigger petitions (especially those for charter school conversion), the 

misapplication and specious technical interpretations of the law deployed 

by school district lawyers to defeat parent empowerment, the bullying and 

delay tactics deployed by those same school districts to defeat parent 

trigger petitions, and the deceptive arguments deployed by the Anaheim 

City School District in its Reply Brief about the alleged academic success 

of the Palm Lane Elementary School in 2015. 

For these reasons (discussed in greater detail immediately below), 

the Court should affirm the Superior Court decision, which was consistent 

with the express intent of the Parent Empowerment Act, and remand the 

matter to the Superior Court so that a writ of mandate may issue to compel 

Appellant to convert Palm Lane to a charter school.  To allow Appellant to 



defeat the clear mandate for change effected by the Palm Lane parents by 

seizing upon minor technical objections would be to effectively hold the 

parents of Palm Lane to a level of administrative exactitude demanded of 

actual members of the educational bureaucracy and would thus undermine 

the express purpose of the Parent Empowerment Act. 

II. The Legislature Included Charter Schools as an Intervention 
Model in the Parent Empowerment Act because of the Success of 
Charter Schools in Improving Academic Achievement 

A. The Charter Schools Act 
 

The Parent Empowerment Act enables parents who are dissatisfied 

with their children’s struggling schools to voice their discontent and 

overhaul the structure and operations of their schools.  The law creates a 

process which allows parents of students who are trapped in low 

performing schools to sign a petition to implement one of four intervention 

models: (1) replacing all or some of the staff (the “turnaround model”); (2) 

converting or closing and reopening the school as a charter school (the 

“restart model”); (3) transforming the school through new programs (the 

“transformation model”); or (4) closing the school altogether and 

redirecting the children to other higher achieving schools (the “school 

closure model”). 



The most popular intervention model is the restart model1; the restart 

model requires the school district to convert an underperforming school to a 

charter school or to close and reopen the underperforming school as a 

charter school.  That parents are keenly interested in the restart model is not 

a surprise given the academic success and therefore popularity of charter 

schools in the State of California over the last 20 years. 

In 1992, California became the second state in the nation to allow 

charter schools.  In passing the Charter Schools Act in 1992, the Legislature 

allowed teachers, organizations, community leaders and groups, parents, 

and private citizens the chance to inject innovation into the public school 

system and compete against traditional district-run schools to create better 

educational opportunities for California’s children.  (Ed. Code §47601.)  

By design, charter public schools differ from schools managed by 

school districts.  The Legislature established charter schools in response to 

the “complex tangle of rules sustaining our public school system” which 

“sap creativity and innovation, thwart accountability and undermine the 

effective education of our children.” (Wilson v. State Bd. of Educ., (1999) 

75 Cal.App.4th 1125, 1130.)  As a result, charter schools have unparalleled 

innovation and flexibility and are given the autonomy to tailor their 
                                                 
1 There have been six parent trigger petitions filed under the Parent Empowerment Act 
since 2010.  Five of these petitions have sought the restart model and one petition sought 
the transformation model. See Parent Trigger in Practice: Snapshots from California, 
Education Week, http://www.edweek.org/ew/section/multimedia/parent-trigger-in-
practice-snapshots-from-california.html (April 7, 2015); and Parent Power Schools, 
Parent Revolution, http://parentrevolution.org/parent-power-schools/.  

http://www.edweek.org/ew/section/multimedia/parent-trigger-in-practice-snapshots-from-california.html
http://www.edweek.org/ew/section/multimedia/parent-trigger-in-practice-snapshots-from-california.html
http://parentrevolution.org/parent-power-schools/


educational approaches to meet and respond to the needs of their student 

population and community.   

Charter schools operate with increased flexibility and autonomy 

from local school districts in exchange for increased accountability for 

student achievement. (Ed. Code §47601(f).)  In passing the Charter Schools 

Act, the Legislature recognized that some students require unique and 

innovative approaches to education.  The provision of schools operating 

independently from the existing school district structure affords students 

increased learning opportunities and affords parents and students with 

expanded choices. (Ed. Code, §47601.)   Each charter school is allowed to 

define for itself the school’s educational program, what it means to be an 

“educated person” in the 21st century, and how learning best occurs. (Ed. 

Code, §47605(b)(A).)   Unlike the traditional district school system, no two 

charter school programs need be identical, since each program is tailored to 

the community it serves. 

Charter schools are public schools, and the students who attend 

charter schools are public school students. (Wilson, at 1141.)  Like 

traditional public schools, charter schools “must admit all pupils who wish 

to attend the school.” (Ed. Code §47605(d)(2).)  Charter schools may not 

discriminate in their admission of students, they cannot charge tuition, and 

they must be entirely secular. (Ed. Code §47605(d)(1).)  Charter schools 

must meet statewide standards and must conduct the same pupil 



assessments as those conducted in traditional public schools.  (Ed. Code, 

§47605, subd. (c)(1).)  Charter schools most often serve students in 

economically disadvantaged and educationally underserved communities – 

the overall make up of charter school students is almost 70% minority 

students.2 (Ed. Code §47605(h).)  And more than 56% of charter school 

students are considered socio-economically disadvantaged.3 

Through passage of the Charter Schools Act of 1992 (“CSA”) the 

legislature intended to provide opportunities for teachers, parents, pupils 

and community members to establish and maintain schools that operate 

independently from the existing school structure.  The express Legislative 

intent of the CSA is to: “(1) improve pupil learning; (2) increase learning 

opportunities, especially for low achieving students; (3) encourage the use 

of different and innovative teaching methods; (4) create new professional 

opportunities for teachers, including being responsible for the school site 

learning program; (5) provide parents and students with more choices in the 

public school system; and (6) hold schools accountable for measurable 

pupil outcomes and providing a way to change from rule-based to 

performance-based accountability systems.” (Ed. Code §47601(a)-(f); 

Wilson, at 1130-1131.)  The Legislature subsequently added a seventh goal: 

to provide “vigorous competition within the public school system to 

                                                 
2 Charter Schools: Myths vs. Reality, available at: 
http://www.ccsa.org/blog/fact_sheet_charter_myths_vs_reality.pdf (September 2012)  
3 See, http://www.ccsa.org/understanding/truthaboutcharters/. 



stimulate continual improvement in all public schools.” (Ed. Code 

§47601(g); Wilson, at 1132, fn. 6.)   

Charter schools are accountable to their granting agency (and its 

students) to produce positive academic results and to adhere to the charter 

contract.  If the charter school fails to reach certain goals for student 

achievement they can be closed. (Ed. Code §47607.)  This stands in stark 

contrast to traditional district-operated public schools, which are subject to 

extensive regulation but face little, if any, consequences for unsatisfactory 

student outcomes -- that was, until the establishment of the Parent 

Empowerment Act in 2010. 

It is important to note that the “restart model” in no way represents a 

“back-door” or less rigorous path to establishing a charter school than 

would otherwise be demanded by law.  Pursuant to Title 5 Cal. Code of 

Regulations (“CCR”) 4802.2(a), a charter school proposal submitted 

through the “restart model” option of the Parent Empowerment Act is 

subject to all the provisions of law that apply to charter schools, including 

those laws relating to charter school authorization under Ed. Code section 

47605.  The only exception to this rule is that the signature requirements of 

Ed. Code sections 47605(a)(1) through (3) and section 47605(b)(3) do not 

need to be separately met, so long as the requirements of Ed. Code section 

53300 are satisfied. (5 CCR 4802.2(b).)  This latter exception was simply 

the Legislature’s acknowledgement that there is no obvious need for parent 



petitioners (who have just successfully completed an onerous, time-

consuming parent signature drive) to turn around and satisfy a second, 

duplicative signature requirement.   

B. The Academic Success of Charter Schools in California  

The Legislature initially created the Charter Schools Act as a limited 

experiment with a cap of 100 charter schools.   By 1998, charter schools 

had significantly proven their worth for the Legislature to raise that 

statutory limit to 250, with 100 more to be allowed each year. (Wilson, at 

1132.)   The Legislature has since declared that “charter schools are and 

should become an integral part of the California education system and that 

the establishment of charter school should be encouraged.” (Educ. Code 

47605(b).) 

Currently, an estimated 581,100 students, or roughly 11% of the 

students in the state, are enrolled in California’s 1,230 charter schools. The 

number of charter schools has increased over 120% in the past 10 years. 4 

The Legislature included the “restart model” (i.e., option of a charter 

school) in the four parent trigger options because the vast majority of 

research and evaluation concludes that California’s charter schools are 

succeeding in their mission to improve student achievement.  Indeed, some 

of the highest gains in student achievement have been for charter schools 
                                                 
4 California Charter Schools Association, 2015-16 New California Charter Schools Fact 
Sheet, available at http://www.ccsa.org/blog/2015-16_NewSchools_CA_FactSheet__.pdf 
(October 2015); and California Department of Education, CalEdFacts, available at 
http://www.cde.ca.gov/ds/sd/cb/ceffingertipfacts.asp (2015). 



serving predominately minority, English Learners, and socio-economically 

disadvantaged students – much like the students that attend Palm Lane 

Elementary School.5  

In 2004, California’s Legislative Analyst Office (“LAO”) issued a 

report to the Legislature evaluating the first 10 years of California’s charter 

school movement.  The LAO concluded “that charter schools are a viable 

reform strategy -- expanding families’ choices, encouraging parental 

involvement, increasing teacher satisfaction, enhancing principal’s control 

over school-site decision making, and broadening the curriculum without 

sacrificing time spent on core subjects.”6  According to a 2002 study from 

the School of Education at California State University, Los Angeles, 

“student achievement (as measured by the API) in California’s low-income 

charter schools is, on average, improving at a faster rate than in similar 

non-charter schools.”7 

Multiple studies over the past decade conclude that California 

charter schools outperform non-charter public schools.8  For example, a 

                                                 
5 About 85% of the Palm Lane Elementary students are Latino (with 60% classified as 
English Learners) and more than 50% of the 750 students are classified as coming from 
low income families. (JA 9:2329.) 
6 Elizabeth Hill, Legislative Analyst's Report, Assessing California's Charter Schools, at 
p. 3, available at http://www.lao.ca.gov/2004/charter_schools/012004_charter_schools.pdf 
(2004).  
7 S. Slovacek, A. Kunnan and H. Kim, California Charter Schools Serving Low-SES 
Students: An Analysis of the Academic Performance Index, California State University, 
Los Angeles, available at 
https://www.calstatela.edu/sites/default/files/academic/ccoe/perc/rpt1.pdf (March 2002). 
8 These studies are summarized below: 



report conducted by Harvard University’s Civil Rights Project compared 

students in charter schools with students attending nearby regular public 

schools.  The report found “California’s charter students… are 9% more 

likely to be proficient in reading and 5% more likely to be proficient in 

math” than students in nearby schools.9 

                                                                                                                                     
(a) Lisa Snell, Special Education Accountability: Structural Reform to Help Charter 

Schools Make the Grade (Reason Public Policy Institute, July 2004). This report 
found that California's charter schools successfully are providing a quality 
education for students with disabilities. The report also found that charter schools 
are reducing the number of students labeled “special education” through early 
intervention programs designed to keep students performing at grade level." 

(b) F. Howard Nelson, et al., Charter School Achievement on the 2003 National 
Assessment of Educational Progress (American Federation of Teachers, August 
2004).  This report showed that students in California's public charter schools are 
achieving as well and even slightly better than students in California's broader 
public school system.  

(c) Caroline M. Hoxby, Achievement in Charter Schools and Regular Public Schools 
in the United States: Understanding the Difference (Harvard University and 
National Bureau of Economic Research, December 2004). This report found that 
students attending California's public charter schools are more proficient in both 
reading and math than students attending nearby regular public schools. The 
Harvard report also concluded that California charter schools that have been in 
operation for six or more years had proficiency gains that were nearly twice as 
pronounced as nearby public schools. 

(d) How Are California's Charter Schools Performing? (EdSource, May 2005).  This 
study "showed charter schools performing better in a majority of direct 
comparisons between the charter school and a group of similar non-charters." 
The report showed that California's classroom-based charter schools were 33% 
more likely to meet student performance goals than regular public schools. 

(e) California’s Charter Schools: 2008 Performance Update (EdSource, June 2008), 
available at http://edsource.org/wp-content/publications/CharterSchools08.pdf.  
This study found that charter middle and high schools outperform their 
traditional public school counterparts. 

(f) Hopes, Fears & Reality, A Balanced Look at American Charter Schools in 2009 
(National Charter School Research Project, January 2010), available at 
http://www.crpe.org/sites/default/files/pub_ncsrp_hfr09_jan10_0.pdf. This study 
found that “With the right leadership, teaching talent, smart strategy, and 
financial support—and a lot of courage and risk-taking—[converting to charter 
school status] promises to transform the toxic culture of low-performing schools 
and create real opportunities for better student achievement gains. Reformers at 
least need to give it a shot.” 

9 Caroline M. Hoxby, Achievement in Charter Schools and Regular Public Schools in the 
United States: Understanding the Difference (Harvard University and National Bureau of 



In 2014, Stanford University’s Center for Research on Education 

Outcomes (“CREDO”), found that California charter schools are 

outperforming traditional public schools in English Language Arts and are 

improving every year in math.  Statewide, in both reading and math, low-

income Hispanic students and English Learners who attend charter schools 

have better learning gains than their district counterparts, amounting to 22 

to 36 additional days of learning in reading and 29 to 50 additional days in 

math for charter students.  In particular, the typical student in a Los 

Angeles charter school gains more learning in a year than his or her district-

school peer, amounting to about 50 more days of learning in reading and an 

additional 79 days of learning in math.  The gains for Hispanic charter 

school students in Los Angeles amount to 58 additional days of learning in 

reading and 115 more days in math compared to their district 

counterparts.10 

And according to a 2014 report on California charter schools, over 

the past five years, California has reduced by approximately one third the 

percentage of charter schools performing in the bottom tenth, and has held 

nearly constant the large percentage of charters in the top tenth.  Charter 

                                                                                                                                     
Economic Research), available at 
http://www.vanderbilt.edu/schoolchoice/downloads/papers/hoxby2004.pdf (December 
2004).  
10 CREDO, Charter School Performance in California, available at 
http://credo.stanford.edu/pdfs/ca_report_FINAL.pdf (2014), and Charter School 
Performance in Los Angeles, available at 
http://credo.stanford.edu/pdfs/Los_Angeles_report_2014_FINAL_001.pdf  (2014). 

http://credo.stanford.edu/pdfs/ca_report_FINAL.pdf
http://credo.stanford.edu/pdfs/Los_Angeles_report_2014_FINAL_001.pdf


schools are also having unprecedented success with historically 

underserved students.  Students at charter schools serving low-income 

populations are far more likely than their traditional public school 

counterparts to be educated in a school that is among the top five or ten 

percent of all public schools statewide.  More than half of the students 

(52%) attending charters that serve a majority of high poverty students 

attend charter schools that are in the top quartile of all public schools 

statewide, compared to only 26% of similar students attending traditional 

public schools.  Further, more than a quarter of all English learners, 

African-American, and Latino charter students attend charter schools that 

are among the highest performing public schools in California.11 

Indeed, of the four intervention models available to parents in the 

Parent Empowerment Act, the creation of a charter school (i.e., the restart 

model) is the only intervention model that has a proven track record of 

success of improving academic achievement of California’s minority and 

socio-economically disadvantaged students.  

For the same reasons, the Legislature has included the “restart 

model” in two other significant pieces of legislation.  In addition to the 

Parent Empowerment Act, the Legislature has provided school districts the 

option to “restart” an existing, persistently low-achieving public school, 

                                                 
11 Portrait of the Movement: Five Year Retrospective - A Charter Sector Growing in 
Numbers and Strength, available at http://www.ccsa.org/2014/08/portrait-of-the-
movement-2014-report.html (California Charter Schools Association, August 2014). 

http://www.ccsa.org/2014/08/portrait-of-the-movement-2014-report.html
http://www.ccsa.org/2014/08/portrait-of-the-movement-2014-report.html


and convert that school to a charter school in order to improve student 

academic performance.  Education Code section 53200 et seq. establishes a 

process of identifying a list of persistently lowest-achieving schools that 

would be subject to one of four interventions for purposes of implementing 

the federal Race to the Top program established by sections 14005 and 

14006 of Title XIV of the federal American Recovery and Reinvestment 

Act of 2009.  The restart model is included as an option for school districts.  

In addition, the Legislature passed the Public Schools Accountability Act  

of 1999 (“PSAA”)(repealed in July 1, 2013); under the PSAA schools that 

were identified as lowest performing were subject to reassignment of the 

school’s principal and the Superintendent of Public Instruction was 

required, in consultation with the State Board of Education (“SBE”), to 

implement one of a eight strategies, one of which allows parents to apply 

directly to the SBE to convert the low-achieving school to a charter 

school.12 

C. The Parent Empowerment Act was Expressly Designed to 
Move the Conversion of Underperforming Schools to Charter 
Schools Out of the Exclusive Control of Teachers and Unions, 
and Appellant’s Insistence on Hypertechnical Perfection 
Would Negate this Express Purpose  

 
Prior to 2010, there was only one way to convert an existing public 

school to a charter school.  Education Code section 47605 provides that the 

                                                 
12 Public Schools Accountability Act of 1999, Education Code sections 52053-52055.5, 
available at http://www.leginfo.ca.gov/pub/99-00/bill/sen/sb_0001-
0050/sbx1_1_bill_19990405_chaptered.html.   



conversion of a regular public school to a charter school may not occur 

unless the charter petition is signed by “not less than 50% of the permanent 

status teachers currently employed at the public school to be converted.”13 

(Ed. Code §47605(a)(2).)  Thus the destiny of a significantly 

underperforming public school rests in the hands of the permanent teachers 

that are arguably one of the two greatest contributing factors (along with 

district boards of education) to the school’s success, or lack thereof.  To 

countermand this monopolistic control by the teachers the Legislature 

added the “restart model” to the intervention choices that may be selected 

by parents of students attending the underperforming school.  Therefore, 

with the passage of the Parent Empowerment Act, parents, instead of just 

the teachers, may now convert an existing public school to a charter school 

utilizing the restart model.   

This redistribution of power and grant of self-determination was not 

lost on the unions representing California public school teachers, with one 

of them (the California Federation of Teachers) openly and 

unapologetically comparing the parent groups so empowered as “lynch 

                                                 
13 The only other charter school option is the creation of a “startup” charter school. (Educ. 
Code §47605(a).)   A startup charter school, as the name implies, requires the petitioners 
to create a school from scratch. Unlike a conversion charter school that would include a 
facility, furnishings and equipment, books and supplies etc., a startup charter school must 
locate and secure its own school facilities, acquire financing and loans to pay for 
furnishings and equipment, books and supplies etc.  Most of the communities 
surrounding the substantially underperforming schools that qualify for the parent trigger 
are socio-economically disadvantaged communities that cannot afford to locate and pay 
for facilities, finance the purchase of furnishings and equipment, books and supplies etc. 
(e.g., Compton, Adelanto, Anaheim etc.). 



mobs” who would “lynch” the traditional public schools and their 

teachers.14  Nor was it lost on national teacher unions keen on preventing 

this bold educational reform measure from extending outside of California, 

one of which (the American Federation of Teachers), having learned from 

its mistake of openly challenging parent trigger in California, proudly 

trumpeted its attempts to “kill” a parent trigger bill in Connecticut through 

lobbying pressure, as well as its ultimate success in lobbying Connecticut 

lawmakers supportive of a parent trigger bill to instead pass a bill that 

would placate parent advocates within low performing schools with 

majority representation on “School Governance Councils,” which name 

was a “misnomer,” since “[t]hey are advisory and do not have true 

governing authority.”15  

The message sent by this ferocious institutional opposition is clear: 

irrespective of the express language of the Parent Empowerment Act, the 

provision of public education must at all times be left to district 

bureaucrats, no matter how badly those same bureaucrats have failed (and 

continue to fail) to adequately serve the students whose education and 

preparation for the contemporary global economy has been entrusted to 

them, and parent groups, who in their limited free time have peacefully, 
                                                 
14 See, http://blog.sfgate.com/politics/2010/01/06/rev-sharptons-la-leader-wants-apology-for-
teacher-unions-lynch-mob-reference/ 
15 The presentation, since removed from the AFT website, remains available at  
http://rishawnbiddle.org/outsidereports/aft_parentpower_guide.pdf ; for a general 
discussion of the matter, see 
http://blogs.edweek.org/edweek/teacherbeat/2011/08/aft_criticized_for_parent_trig.html. 



diligently, and with the express encouragement of the California legislature 

organized petitions for the improvement of such education and preparation, 

are too irresponsible and uninformed to change the status quo. 

Such a conceit runs directly counter to the purpose of the Parent 

Empowerment Act, however.  Clearly anticipating that school districts 

would attempt to frustrate the aims of the Parent Empowerment Act 

through the type of hypertechnical objections advanced by Appellant, the 

State Board of Education added 5 CCR section 4802.1(g)(3), which 

allowed a school district to return a parent trigger petition only if the 

petition failed to “substantially meet” the requirements of section 4802, a 

term that according to the Final Statement of Reasons for this regulation 

was “necessary to prevent petitions from unfairly being rejected based upon 

minor technicalities and frustrating the intent of the Parent Empowerment 

statutes.”16  Similarly, the Final Statement of Reasons for this regulation 

also state that the inclusion of language in subdivision (b) of the regulation 

providing that the “LEA shall not invalidate the signature of a parent of 

legal guardian of an eligible pupil on a minor technicality” was “necessary 

to effectuate the intent of the Parent Empowerment statutes.”17  

The inclusion of the “substantially meet” and “minor technicality” 

language in the regulations implementing the Parent Empowerment Act 

                                                 
16 Available at http://www.cde.ca.gov/BE/ag/ag/documents/sbeagenda092011v2.pdf, pg. 
50. 
17 Ibid., pg. 96. 



was a clear statement by the State Board of Education that the need to allow 

the conversion of failing public schools into charter schools by parents was 

so critical to the successful provision of public education in California that 

a certain amount of technical flaws or formal imperfections in parent trigger 

petitions were to be tolerated.  In short, the State Board of Education has 

already specifically recognized that the purpose of the Parent 

Empowerment Act was to encourage individuals who are not professional 

educators or trained members of a educational administrative bureaucracy 

to fully participate in the operation of their children’s schools, and that a 

strict insistence on technical compliance is entirely inconsistent with such a 

policy of encouragement. 

By insisting upon a level of administrative perfection entirely free of 

any technical flaws, Appellant essentially argues that if parent petitioners 

cannot operate with that bureaucratic polish demanded of actual members 

of the educational bureaucracy, they cannot directly participate in the 

operation of their children’s schools.  Such a policy would effectively 

rewrite the Parent Empowerment Act and its implementing regulations, and 

should not be adopted by this Court.  

D. There are Strong Economic Incentives to Deny Parent 
Trigger Petitions for Schools with Large Concentrations of 
Socio-Economically Disadvantaged Students and English 
Learners 

 



While the Parent Empowerment Act intends to change “the culture 

at the local level to allow parents a greater role in their children’s 

education” there are strong district-level financial forces at work in 

opposition to this “sweeping reform”18 – and these forces are even stronger 

when a large concentration of socio-economically disadvantaged students 

and/or English Learners are at issue.  Ironically, the State’s efforts to 

provide greater funding for schools with certain types of students (English 

Learners, socio-economically disadvantaged, etc.) has also created a greater 

economic incentive for the school district to fight any effort to remove 

these students from its rolls through the restart option under the Parent 

Empowerment Act.   

The Local Control Funding Formula (“LCFF”; AB 97, c. 47, Stats. 

2013) was enacted in 2013-2014, and it replaced the previous kindergarten 

through grade 12 (“K–12”) finance system which had been in existence for 

roughly 40 years.  The LCFF creates funding targets based on student 

characteristics and provides greater flexibility to use funds to improve 

student outcomes.  For school districts and charter schools, the LCFF 

funding targets consist of grade span-specific base grants plus supplemental 

and concentration grants that are calculated based on student demographic 

                                                 
18 Gov. A. Schwarzenegger’s Signing Statement, S. Journal, 5th Extraordinary Sess., at 
46-47 (Ca. Jan. 12. 2010).  



factors such as English Learners, students eligible for free or reduced-price 

meals (“FRPM”), and foster youth.19    

State funding allocated to the District per grade level band and ADA 

is $10,738.62 for grades K-3 and $7,823.30 for grades 4-6. The District 

receives additional supplemental grant funding in the amount of $25.5 

million and concentration grant funding in the amount of $25.3 million for 

its English Learners, FRPM-eligible, and foster youth students – almost 

$3,000 in additional state funding for English Learners and FRPM-eligible 

students.20    

Because operational funding is on a per student basis, charter 

schools “compete” with school districts for student enrollment, and 

therefore funding.  For example, if a student chooses to leave a traditional 

district school and enroll in a charter school, the amount that the school 

district formerly received from the state for educating that student 

(including any supplemental funding) would follow the student to the 

charter school.  Therefore, under LCFF every student transferring from the 

District school to a charter school results in a loss of an average of $9,280 

per student and if the student is FRPM-eligible, is an English Learner, or a 

                                                 
19 California Department of Education, Local Control Funding Formula, available at 
http://www.cde.ca.gov/fg/aa/lc/lcffoverview.asp (December 2015); 
http://www.cde.ca.gov/fg/aa/lc/lcfffaq.asp#FC (February 2016). 
20 California Department of Education, Local Control Funding Formula – Funding 
Snapshot, 2015-16, Anaheim City School District, available at: 
http://ias.cde.ca.gov/lcffsnapshot/snapshot.aspx?FY=2015&ID=AJA4KvvPYN92P3bhA
Z3rOYGQXrCu7NzE+ynQo46BfsOXkycKuaESJO0hWW00fQBO&CameFrom=AJA4Kv
vPYN92P3bhAZ3rOYGQXrCu7NzE+ynQo46BfsOXkycKuaESJO0hWW00fQBO. 



foster youth, an additional $3,000 per student of supplemental and 

concentration grant funding will follow that student to the charter school as 

well. 

As Palm Lane enrolled a significant majority of FRPM-eligible 

(88.5%) and English Learner students (63%) in 2014-1521, the LCFF 

creates an extreme fiscal incentive for the District to fight against the restart 

model proposed by the parents at Palm Lane.  Based on 2014-2015 

enrollment figures, the District stands to lose more than $7,534,450 dollars 

if the Palm Lane School converts to an independently operated charter 

school.22   

When the control over this amount of money (as well as control over 

the school facility being converted to a charter school23) is at stake school 

districts have a strong economic incentive to fight the parent trigger petition 

that requires the restart model.24   If the Court adopts the District’s 

                                                 
21 California Department of Education, 2014-15 CALPADS data file for FRPM-eligible 
students, available at http://www.cde.ca.gov/ds/sd/sd/documents/frpm1415.xls; and 2014-
15 CALPADS student enrollment, available at 
http://data1.cde.ca.gov/dataquest/Enrollment/EthnicEnr.aspx?cType=ALL&cGender=B&
cYear=2014-15&Level=School&cSelect=Palm+Lane+Elementary--Anaheim+City+++--
3066423-6027379&cChoice=SchEnrEth).   
22 This figure is derived as follows: According to the FCMAT LCFF Calculator (available 
at (http://fcmat.org/local-control-funding-formula-resources/) total funding flowing to 
Palm Lane from all sources in 2015-2016 is approximately $11,000 per student. This 
figure, multiplied by an enrollment of 721 (and multiplied by a .95 average daily 
attendance rate) yields $7,534,450.  
23 Under Proposition 39 (Ed. Code §47614) and its implementing regulations (5 CCR 
11969 et seq.) a conversion charter school is entitled to occupy the converted school site 
in perpetuity upon annual request. (5 CCR §11969.3(d).) 
24  The other three intervention models do not result in a substantial loss of funding to a 
school district.  Even the school closure model does not result in any loss of funding as 
the students would be directed to other schools of the district.  

http://fcmat.org/local-control-funding-formula-resources/


hypertechnical misreading of the statute and regulations school districts in 

the state will have a roadmap to defeat the Legislature’s intent – construct 

some hypertechnical interpretation of the regulations and reject the parent 

trigger petition (so that it can be tied up in the courts for a couple years).  

And when school districts are facing a parent trigger petition requesting a 

restart/charter – especially one involving a high concentration of students 

that are FRPM-eligible or English Learners – the school districts will have 

an added incentive to hire attorneys to craft arguments to defeat the will of 

the parents -- leaving these parents’ children to languish in the district’s 

sub-par school. 

E. The Fate of Two Previous “Restart” Efforts Under the 
Parent Empowerment Act Demonstrates the Lengths that 
Charter School Opponents Will Go to Exploit Specious 
Technical Objections in Order to Delay “Restarts” and 
Frustrate Parent Petitioners’ Rights Under the Parent 
Empowerment Act 

 
In the fall of 2010, parents of McKinley Elementary students, 

together with Parent Revolution (a nonprofit community-organizing group 

aimed at helping parents transform low-performing schools), began efforts 

to submit the state’s first Parent Trigger petition to Compton Unified 

School District (“CUSD”), a low-performing district that nevertheless had a 

history of consistently denying charter school petitions.  In December of 

2010, these efforts culminated in a formal petition asking that school 

management of McKinley (a school ranking in the bottom 10% of 



California elementary schools) be turned over to Celerity Educational 

Group (a charter school operator) under the “restart” option of the Parent 

Empowerment Act.25  

CUSD then delayed more than a month before even beginning to 

process to verify the petition signatures, and ultimately announced that it 

would strike petitioners’ signatures unless the petitioner appeared in person 

with official photo identification to verify the signature.26  Dozens of 

parents protested the process, and sent CUSD letters affirming their support 

for the Petition. CUSD only halted the unlawful process after being 

enjoined by temporary restraining order issued by a Los Angeles Superior 

Court judge.  

But the Compton school board nevertheless rejected the Petition, 

making a host of specious technical objections that were ultimately rejected 

by the Superior Court.  Facing delay and mounting costs Celerity was 

forced to instead open a startup charter school nearby, and the promise of 

the Parent Empowerment Act remained unfulfilled.27 

In January of 2012, parents of pupils attending Desert Trails 

Elementary School submitted 466 signatures to Adelanto Elementary 

School District (“AESD”) requesting that the management of Desert Trails 

                                                 
25 See, http://articles.latimes.com/2011/feb/23/local/la-me-0223-compton-school-
20110223. 
26 Ibid. 
27 See, http://articles.latimes.com/2011/may/30/local/la-me-vielka-20110530.  



be transferred to a charter school via the restart model.28  The AESD Board 

invalidated nearly 100 of these signatures on the grounds that parents had 

subsequently rescinded their signatures.29  However, at least five of the 

parents who allegedly “rescinded” their signature subsequently signed 

declarations stating that their “rescission forms” were fraudulently 

presented or doctored, and an additional three stated that they did not intend 

to revoke their support for a charter school.30  Ultimately, a San Bernardino 

Superior Court judge ruled in July of 2012 that the signatures could not be 

rescinded.  Incredibly, however, in August of that year the AESD Board 

nevertheless voted to reject the parents’ charter option, arguing that there 

was now insufficient time to implement the plan in time for the 2012-2013 

school year.31  In defending this decision, then-Board President Carlos 

Mendoza unabashedly sought to take advantage of the delay caused by the 

Board itself by arguing that the signatures gathered in January no longer 

represented at least half of the Desert Trails students, since “many students 

graduated in June and others moved away.”  Instead, he argued, the matter 

should be put up to a vote, a recommendation that would have served as a 

complete nullification of the Parent Empowerment Act.32  Due to the 

extended delay and multiple attempts by the AESD Board to evade the 
                                                 
28 See, http://articles.latimes.com/2012/jul/24/local/la-me-parent-trigger-20120724. 
29 Ibid. 
30 See, http://articles.latimes.com/2014/jan/13/local/la-me-0114-parent-trigger-20140114.  
31 See, http://latimesblogs.latimes.com/lanow/2012/08/mojave-desert-parents-go-to-court-
over-charter-school.html. 
32 Ibid. 

http://latimesblogs.latimes.com/lanow/2012/08/mojave-desert-parents-go-to-court-over-charter-school.html
http://latimesblogs.latimes.com/lanow/2012/08/mojave-desert-parents-go-to-court-over-charter-school.html


requirements of the Parent Empowerment Act, the school’s conversion into 

a charter school (renamed Desert Trails Preparatory Academy) was delayed 

until the 2013-2014 school year.33   

The calculated foot-dragging and outright flouting of law taking place in 

connection with the Desert Trails and McKinley restarts offer object 

lessons in the perils of allowing a school district to seize upon and exploit 

alleged technical objections to parent trigger petitions to defeat the clear 

purpose of the Parent Empowerment Act.  Rather than permitting the 

District to demand administrative perfection from a group of highly 

motivated lower-income parents working in their limited free time to effect 

change in the lives of their children and their community, and thus opening 

up such parents to the institutional blowback and undue influence witnessed 

in these previous efforts (and explicitly anticipated by the State Board of 

Education in its Final Statement of Reasons for the implementing 

regulations of the Parent Empowerment Act34), the Court should hew to the 

stated purpose of the Parent Empowerment Act to “chang[e] the culture at 

the local level to allow parents a greater role in their children’s education,” 

(Gov. A. Schwarzenegger’s Signing Statement, S. Journal, 5th 

Extraordinary Sess., at 46-47 (Ca. Jan. 12, 2010) and the stated purpose of 

the Charter Schools Act to encourage parents who, despite a lack of 

                                                 
33 See, http://articles.latimes.com/2013/jul/30/local/la-me-0731-parent-trigger-20130731. 
34 Available at http://www.cde.ca.gov/BE/ag/ag/documents/sbeagenda092011v2.pdf, at 
pp. 91-92. 



training in law and community organizing -- and indeed, despite a lack of 

formal education of any sort in some cases -- to establish and maintain 

independent and innovative charter schools. (Ed. Code. section 47601.) 

III. The District is Attempting to Deceive this Court By Claiming 
Palm Lane Elementary School is Making Great Strides 
Academically and has Met AYP for the 2014-2015 School Year 

The District brashly states in its Reply Brief that “the District is 

proud to represent that Palm Lane met AYP for the 2014-2015 academic 

school year, which refutes Petitioners’ suggestion that such an achievement 

was impossible.”  And that “Palm Lane met 9 out of 9 AYP criteria and is 

currently being considered by the California Department of Education to be 

a Gold Ribbon School.” (District Reply Brief, p. 11.)   

The arguments made by the District regarding AYP and state 

consideration of a Gold Ribbon School are misleading and false.  Children 

attending Palm Lane are not making adequate yearly progress – instead 

their academic progress has dropped and continues to lag far behind their 

peers.  Although Palm Lane technically met a one-year “amended 

definition” of AYP in the 2014-15 school year35, the AYP criteria in that 

year differed dramatically from past years and did not include student 

                                                 
35 Even if the Court where to conclude that Palm Lane met AYP for 2014-2015 school 
year this information is irrelevant to the Palm Lane parent trigger petition which was 
submitted to the District on January 14, 2015.  The report cited to by the District, and 
presented in it Request for Judicial Notice (with its Reply Brief) was not available until 
December 15, 2015 – 11 months after the parent trigger petition was submitted.  A parent 
trigger petition submitted on January 14, 2015 (as is the case herein) would be predicated 
upon the academic data available from the prior school year (i.e., 2013-2014 school 
year).  



academic achievement data – and is therefore not a true measure of 

“adequate yearly progress”.    

In 2013, due to the state’s transition to a new assessment system and 

school funding formula (“LCFF”), the State Board of Education suspended 

the state accountability system (“API”) for two years and in turn, the U.S. 

Department of Education approved the California Department of 

Education’s waiver request to exclude the percent proficient results from 

AYP determinations for one year.  As a result, for the 2015 AYP only, the 

AYP reports do not include academic achievement indicators (“percent 

proficient data”) and targets, and instead, elementary schools were only 

responsible for meeting non-academic indicators to meet AYP – student 

participation rate in state testing, and student attendance rate.36 

The 2015 AYP reports only display, but do not use, the percent 

proficient data.37  However, the 2015 data is illustrative of Palm Lane’s 

continued shockingly poor performance and failure to make adequate 

yearly progress in educating its students.  In 2015, only 18.9% of Palm 

Lane’s students were proficient in English Language Arts (“ELA”), and 

                                                 
36 CDE 2015 Adequate Yearly Progress Report – Information Guide, December 2015, 
available at http://www.cde.ca.gov/ta/ac/ay/documents/aypinfoguide15.pdf. 
37 Due to the transition to the Smarter Balanced Summative Assessments, the U.S. 
Department of Education (ED) approved the California Department of Education’s 
waiver request to exclude the percent proficient results from AYP determinations. 
However, the ED is requiring the percent proficient results be displayed on the AYP 
reports. See: 
http://data1.cde.ca.gov/dataquest/Acnt2015/2015APRSchAYPReport.aspx?allcds=30664
236027379&df=2. 

http://www.cde.ca.gov/ta/ac/ay/documents/aypinfoguide15.pdf
http://data1.cde.ca.gov/dataquest/Acnt2015/2015APRSchAYPReport.aspx?allcds=30664236027379&df=2
http://data1.cde.ca.gov/dataquest/Acnt2015/2015APRSchAYPReport.aspx?allcds=30664236027379&df=2


only 12.5% were proficient in math. 38  The 2015 scores represent a baseline 

under the state’s new testing system, where Palm Lane demonstrated 

profoundly low proficiency scores compared to its district and charter 

school counterparts that share similar student demographic profiles.   

James Madison Elementary School (“Madison”) is a K-6 elementary 

school operated by the District that is located approximately 1.1 miles from 

Palm Lane and currently serves 72% Hispanic students and 82% English 

Learners.39  El Sol Santa Ana Science and Arts Academy (“El Sol”) is a K-

8 elementary charter school located approximately 7 miles from Palm Lane 

in Santa Ana, California, that currently serves 95% Hispanic students and 

98% English Learners.40   

In 2015, 35.7% of Madison’s students were proficient in ELA, and 

31.4% were proficient in math, while at El Sol, 49% of students were 

proficient in ELA, and 42.2% were proficient in math.  Compared to 

Madison, Palm Lane’s 2015 scores were 16 points lower in ELA and 19 

                                                 
38 CDE DataQuest, accessed March 1, 2016, available at 
http://data1.cde.ca.gov/dataquest/APR/APRSearchName.asp?TheYear=&cTopic=AYP&
cLevel=School&cName=palm^lane&cCounty=&cTimeFrame=S. 
39 CDE DataQuest, accessed March 4, 2016, available at 
http://data1.cde.ca.gov/dataquest/Enrollment/EthnicEnr.aspx?cType=ALL&cGender=B&
cYear=2014-15&Level=School&cSelect=Madison+%28James%29+Elem--
Anaheim+City+++--3066423-6027338&cChoice=SchEnrEth.  
40 CDE DataQuest, accessed March 4, 2016, available at 
http://data1.cde.ca.gov/dataquest/Enrollment/EthnicEnr.aspx?cType=ALL&cGender=B&
cYear=2014-15&Level=School&cSelect=El+Sol+Santa+Ana+Sci--Santa+Ana+Unifi--
3066670-6119127&cChoice=SchEnrEth.  

http://data1.cde.ca.gov/dataquest/APR/APRSearchName.asp?TheYear=&cTopic=AYP&cLevel=School&cName=palm%5elane&cCounty=&cTimeFrame=S
http://data1.cde.ca.gov/dataquest/APR/APRSearchName.asp?TheYear=&cTopic=AYP&cLevel=School&cName=palm%5elane&cCounty=&cTimeFrame=S
http://data1.cde.ca.gov/dataquest/Enrollment/EthnicEnr.aspx?cType=ALL&cGender=B&cYear=2014-15&Level=School&cSelect=Madison+%28James%29+Elem--Anaheim+City+++--3066423-6027338&cChoice=SchEnrEth
http://data1.cde.ca.gov/dataquest/Enrollment/EthnicEnr.aspx?cType=ALL&cGender=B&cYear=2014-15&Level=School&cSelect=Madison+%28James%29+Elem--Anaheim+City+++--3066423-6027338&cChoice=SchEnrEth
http://data1.cde.ca.gov/dataquest/Enrollment/EthnicEnr.aspx?cType=ALL&cGender=B&cYear=2014-15&Level=School&cSelect=Madison+%28James%29+Elem--Anaheim+City+++--3066423-6027338&cChoice=SchEnrEth
http://data1.cde.ca.gov/dataquest/Enrollment/EthnicEnr.aspx?cType=ALL&cGender=B&cYear=2014-15&Level=School&cSelect=El+Sol+Santa+Ana+Sci--Santa+Ana+Unifi--3066670-6119127&cChoice=SchEnrEth
http://data1.cde.ca.gov/dataquest/Enrollment/EthnicEnr.aspx?cType=ALL&cGender=B&cYear=2014-15&Level=School&cSelect=El+Sol+Santa+Ana+Sci--Santa+Ana+Unifi--3066670-6119127&cChoice=SchEnrEth
http://data1.cde.ca.gov/dataquest/Enrollment/EthnicEnr.aspx?cType=ALL&cGender=B&cYear=2014-15&Level=School&cSelect=El+Sol+Santa+Ana+Sci--Santa+Ana+Unifi--3066670-6119127&cChoice=SchEnrEth


points lower in math, and compared to El Sol, Palm Lane’s 2015 scores 

were 30 points lower in ELA and math.41 

Palm Lane’s dismal student academic performance is also clear 

when we evaluate AYP scores over time.  In the four prior years from 2010 

to 2013, Palm Lane’s schoolwide proficiency rates in ELA increased less 

than 1% from 37.1% to 38%, and proficiency rates in math actually 

decreased roughly 2% from 55.6% to 53.7% -- far short of the federal 2013 

proficiency targets of 89.2% in ELA and 89.5% in math.  Hispanic students 

performed even worse: from 2010 to 2013, Hispanic students’ proficiency 

rates in math decreased almost 4% from 53.1% to 49.3%.42  

Down the street at Madison, from 2010 to 2013, the school’s 

schoolwide proficiency rates in ELA increased over 5% from 45.2% to 

50.4%, and proficiency rates in math increased roughly 4% from 59% to 

62.8%.  Madison’s Hispanic students made gains of approximately 5% in 

both ELA and math in the same years.43  Similarly, from 2010 to 2013, El 

Sol’s schoolwide proficiency rates in ELA increased roughly 4% from 

                                                 
41 CDE DataQuest, accessed March 1, 2016, available at 
http://data1.cde.ca.gov/dataquest/APR/APRSearchName.asp?TheYear=&cTopic=AYP&
cLevel=School&cName=madison&cCounty=&cTimeFrame=S; and CDE DataQuest, 
accessed March 1, 2016, available at 
http://data1.cde.ca.gov/dataquest/APR/APRSearchName.asp?TheYear=&cTopic=AYP&
cLevel=School&cName=el^sol&cCounty=&cTimeFrame=S. 
42 CDE DataQuest, accessed March 1, 2016, available at 
http://data1.cde.ca.gov/dataquest/APR/APRSearchName.asp?TheYear=&cTopic=AYP&
cLevel=School&cName=palm^lane&cCounty=&cTimeFrame=S. 
43 CDE DataQuest, accessed March 1, 2016, available at 
http://data1.cde.ca.gov/dataquest/APR/APRSearchName.asp?TheYear=&cTopic=AYP&
cLevel=School&cName=madison&cCounty=&cTimeFrame=S. 

http://data1.cde.ca.gov/dataquest/APR/APRSearchName.asp?TheYear=&cTopic=AYP&cLevel=School&cName=madison&cCounty=&cTimeFrame=S
http://data1.cde.ca.gov/dataquest/APR/APRSearchName.asp?TheYear=&cTopic=AYP&cLevel=School&cName=madison&cCounty=&cTimeFrame=S
http://data1.cde.ca.gov/dataquest/APR/APRSearchName.asp?TheYear=&cTopic=AYP&cLevel=School&cName=el%5esol&cCounty=&cTimeFrame=S
http://data1.cde.ca.gov/dataquest/APR/APRSearchName.asp?TheYear=&cTopic=AYP&cLevel=School&cName=el%5esol&cCounty=&cTimeFrame=S
http://data1.cde.ca.gov/dataquest/APR/APRSearchName.asp?TheYear=&cTopic=AYP&cLevel=School&cName=palm%5elane&cCounty=&cTimeFrame=S
http://data1.cde.ca.gov/dataquest/APR/APRSearchName.asp?TheYear=&cTopic=AYP&cLevel=School&cName=palm%5elane&cCounty=&cTimeFrame=S
http://data1.cde.ca.gov/dataquest/APR/APRSearchName.asp?TheYear=&cTopic=AYP&cLevel=School&cName=madison&cCounty=&cTimeFrame=S
http://data1.cde.ca.gov/dataquest/APR/APRSearchName.asp?TheYear=&cTopic=AYP&cLevel=School&cName=madison&cCounty=&cTimeFrame=S


60.4% to 63.7%, and proficiency rates in math increased almost 5% from 

80.6% to 85%.  El Sol’s Hispanic students made gains of approximately 4% 

and 5% in ELA and math, respectively, in the same years.44  

Therefore, consistent with the intent of the Parent Empowerment 

Act, Palm Lane’s internal and comparison data demonstrates that Palm 

Lane “continues to fail to make adequate yearly progress” and is clearly the 

type of school the Legislature intended to allow parents to petition to 

reform under the Parent Empowerment Act.   

The urgency of the need for reform at Palm Lane is amplified by a 

2010 study that found that at the current pace of progress in narrowing 

achievement gaps between students of different races, ethnic groups, and 

income levels, it could take decades for lagging student groups to catch up 

to their better-performing peers.45 

The District’s claim that Palm Lane “is currently being considered 

by the California Department of Education to be a Gold Ribbon School” is 

similarly misleading and false.  According to the CDE, Palm Lane is 

merely eligible to apply to the 2016 Gold Ribbon Schools program, along 

                                                 
44 CDE DataQuest, accessed March 1, 2016, available at 
http://data1.cde.ca.gov/dataquest/APR/APRSearchName.asp?TheYear=&cTopic=AYP&
cLevel=School&cName=el^sol&cCounty=&cTimeFrame=S. 
45 Center on Education Policy, State Test Score Trends Through 2008-09, Part 2: Slow 
and Uneven Progress in Narrowing Gaps, available at http://www.cep-
dc.org/cfcontent_file.cfm?Attachment=Kober%5FFullReport%5F2008%2D09%5FPart2
%5FGaps%2Epdf (December 2010). 

http://data1.cde.ca.gov/dataquest/APR/APRSearchName.asp?TheYear=&cTopic=AYP&cLevel=School&cName=el%5esol&cCounty=&cTimeFrame=S
http://data1.cde.ca.gov/dataquest/APR/APRSearchName.asp?TheYear=&cTopic=AYP&cLevel=School&cName=el%5esol&cCounty=&cTimeFrame=S


with 5,919 other elementary school in the state.46  Applications for the 2016 

Gold Ribbon Schools program are based upon school interest and self-

nomination.  Because statewide API data was not calculated in 2014 and 

2015 due to suspension of the state assessment system, student academic 

test scores are not the basis for award eligibility, thus the District’s boasting 

regarding Palm Lane’s possible participation in the Gold Ribbon Schools 

program is misplaced and misleading.47 

IV. Conclusion 

For the above reasons, the Court should affirm the Superior Court 

decision and remand the matter to the Superior Court so that a writ of 

mandate may issue to compel Appellant to convert Palm Lane to a charter 

school. 
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